
can be used without overhauling existing static data
local view was adopted for the MM5 parallelization.

3.1 PARALLEL LIBRARY RSL

structures. Because of this latter feature, the

RSL is a Fortran-callable parallel runtime system library for implementing reguku-grid models
with nesting on distributed-memory parallel computers. It is used to encapsulate many of the
lower-level parallel mechanisms that otherwise, would require extensive addition and
modification to the model source code:

. domain specification, decomposition over processors, and remapping,
● intradomain communication (stencil exchanges),

. interdomain communication (nest forcing and feedback),

● local computation on each processor subdomain, and

● distributed I/O.

RSL is implemented atop lower-level IvfPI message passing and is therefore portable to any
platform that supports MM. RSL and its use in paralleIizing MM5 have been described
previously (Michalakes, 1997b,c). Although the library eliminates a large amount of explicit
parallel mechanism in the code, its use still requires that the code be modified to compute over
local processor subdomains (using either the local or the global view described above).
Therefore, additional encapsulation and automation are required for a fidly same-source
approach.

3.2 SOURCE TRANSLATOR FLIC

The Fortran Loop and Index Converter, FLIC (Michalakes, 1997a), is a Fortran compiler witi a
special-purpose back end for ~nerating the modified code. It is called as a precompiled prior to
invocation of the Fortran compiler when the model is built for distributed memory. Bemuse it
employs fi-dl lexical, syntactic, and semantic analysis of the input Fortran, FLIC is able to
transform the code with minimal direction specified from the command line or from a small file
of FLIC directives. Directives are not placed in the code itself.

FLIC examines array references within loops and infers which loops are over decomposed
dimensions. It uncovers instances where decomposed dimensions are indexed by loop-invariant
expressions and generates global to local index translations. FLIC uncovers instances where
expressions of parallel loop variables are used in conditional expressions and generates local-to-
global index translations. FLIC does not do automatic dependency or interprocedural analysis,
which would be an aid to designing interprocessor communication within a code to be
parallelized. ‘Ms is not a serious shortcoming however, from the standpoint of minimizing
impact on a model source code so that the modifications for parallelism can be maintained as
part of an existing official version.

Paralleiizing a large code such as MM5 involves (1) uncovering and handling data dependencies
with communication and (2) modifjing the source code to compute ova a local processor
subdomain rather than the entire domain. Uncovering data dependencies and designing



communication are conceptually difficul~ but the actual impact on the source code is negligible.
The result of several person-months of effort to analyze dependencies and design
communication is six calls to RSL message-passing subroutines in 2800 lines of the MM5
nonhydrostatic solver. On the other hand, modi@ing the code to execute on a local subdomain
involves examining 242 files containing more than 50,000 lines of Fortran and, within this,
identifying and modifjing 560 loops over decomposed dimensions, 158 global-to-local index
conversions, and 62 local-to-global index conversions. Yet the rules for identifjiig and
implementing these modifications are straightforward, mechanical, and automatable at model
compile time. Thus, there is a significant role for automation, and even a relatively simple
mechanism such as FLIC provides enormous benefit.

When the user specifies the distributed-memory parallel option to MM5, the build mechanism
(UNIX make utility) automatically invokes FLIC on each source file before passing it to the
Fortran compiler. Input to FLIC is the subroutine itself and a short specification that includes
the names of key identifiers that are used in the code to declare north/south and east/west
decomposed dimensions of multidimensional arraysand the names of subroutines that are called
within a loop over a decomposed dimension. In MM5, as with most large simulation codes, the
identifiers used to dimension physical dimensions of stite arrays are used consistently over the
entire code so that a very small amount of information may direct the translation, programwide.

FLIC examines the array references within the body of each loop in the subroutine. If it finds
that an expression of the loop variable used to index a decomposed array dimension, the loop
statement is considered to be over a decomposed dimension and is transformed. FLIC is able to
determine which are decomposed array dimensions by whether they are declared using an
identifier that was specified as a key identifier. In case the range of the loop statement also
includes an expression with the key-identifier, FLIC assumes that loop is already intended to
iterate over the local memory rather than the logical domain and does not transform it. One
finds instances of this in MM5 where the program is setting arrays to zero or some other initial
value. As an example, FLIC is told that MIX is a key identifier that declares the north/south
dimension of the domain and MJX is a key identiler that declares the east/west dimension and
then invoked on the following (fictitious) code fragment

SUBROUTINEHADV( FTEN, UA, ... )
PARAMETER( MIX = .... MJX = .... MKX= ... )
REAL FTEN( MIX, Mm ) , UA( MIX, MJX, MKX )
DO K=2, ,KL-1

DO I = 1, MIX
FTEN(I, K)=O. ! (1)

END DO
DO J = 2, JL-1

DO I = 2, IL-1
FTEN(I, K)= FTEN(I, K)-UA(I+l, J+l, K) +UA(I, J+l, K)) ! (2)

ENDDO
END DO

END DO

On inspection of the triply nested loop body (2), FLIC finds that loop variable I indexes the first
dimension of the array FTEN and infers that the I-loop is over the decomposed north/south



dimension because the f~st dimension of FIEN was declared using MIX. The second
dimension of FTEN is dimensioned with M= which FLIC knows nothing about, so the K-
loop is left alone. The J loop is recognized as an east/west decomposed dimension when FLIC
encounters the second index of the array UA. ‘_Iheindex expression involves a loop variable, J,
and FLIC knows that this dimension is east/west decomposed because it is dimensioned using
MJX. FLIC also recognizes that the first I-loop (1) is over a decomposed dimension, but this
loop is not translatedbecause it runs from 1 to ~ one of the key identifiers.

FLIC replaces DO statements for decomposed dimensions with macros that are expanded to
what the Fortran compiler sees (transformations underlined):

SUEROUTINEHADV( FTEN, UA, ... )
PARAMETER( MIX = .... MJX = .... MKX= ... )
REAL FTEN( MIX, MKX ) , UA( MIX, MJX, MKX )
DOK= I, XL-l

DOI= 1, MIX
FTEN(I, K) = O.

ENDDO
do j = js(2), je(JL-1)

do i = is(2), ie(IL-1)
FTEN(I, K)=FTEN(I, K)-UA(I+l, J+l, K)+UA(I, J+l, K))

enddo
enddo

END DO

The startingand ending indices for the local processor subdomain are computed at run time by
the RSL library and stored in the integer arrays js, je, is, and ie. FLIC generates macros rather
than the transformation itself to allow targetingother libraries than RSL.

FLIC also recognizes instances where loop invariateexpressions are used to index a decomposed
dimension of an array.This results in a global-to-local index conversion. Finally, FLIC recognizes
instances where a loop variable from a decomposed loop is used in a condition~ for example, a
boundary test or other check for position wi&in the global domain. This results in a local-to-
global index conversion. Additional information and examples may be found in (Michalakes,
1997a).

4 RESULTS

Two criteria are used to assess the effectiveness of a same-source parallelization: impact on
source code and model performance.

One measure of impact is a count of the number of source lines that are added or changed
specifically for distributed-memory parallelism. As noted earlier, the number of source lines
affected without FLIC or any other mechanism would be enormous and would prevent a same-
source implementation of DM-parallelism in a pre-existing code. As shown in Table 1, FLIC is
effective at eliminating all but a small fiction of source lines specific to distributed memory
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Table 1: Impact on MM5 source

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
Number of Lines Differing Percent Lines Differing Percent

Lines with FUC with FLIC and
CPP

Dynamics 3367 270 8.02 17 0.50
Physics 31097 135 0.43 135 0.43
FDDA 3982 179 4.50 91 2.29
Infrastructure 15066 1359 9.02 329 2.18
Total 53512 1943 3.63 572 1.07

parallelism: 3.6 percent of the more than 50,000 source lines. The differences appear mostly in
sections of the model where the chartges for parallelism fd outside the loop and index
translation FLIC is designed to handIe, such as 1/0, nesting modeI initialization, and four-
dimensional data assimilation. Other differences stem from calls to communication routines in
the RSL library. The remainder of DM-parallel specific lines of code is hidden using conditional
compilation and file-include directives of the UNIX C-preprocessor, CPP. The last two columns
of Table 1 show the effect of using both FLIC and CPP to automate and hide lines of code
relating to distributed memory. The second and third columns of Table 1 are more relevant to
developers and maintainers of the code. The additional use of CPP to hide DM-parallel code is
to avoid bothering non-DM parallel (workstation, shared-memory, and vector supercomputer)
users with such details.

Figure 1 shows” petiorrnance results in Mflop/second on a variety of platforms. The EV6
Beowulf and EV56 clustex plots are from Beowulf-type machines at the University of Virginia
having a single-Alpha processor per node (part of the Legion project).2 The model was run on
these machines using MPI-over-Myrinet message passing betsveen single-threaded processes, one
per node. The EV56 cluster is a fore-Alpha processor per-node configuration at NCAR MM5
was run on this machine using MPI-over-Memory Channel between four-way multithreaded
(OpenMP) processes, one per node. The SGI timings were collected in dedicated (exclusive
access) mode on the University of Illinois (NCSA) 0rigin2000 using-multiple single-threaded
processes and MPI? The IBM SP2 timings were collected at Argonne National Laboratory. The
SP2 has a single Power2 processor per node, with MPI message passing between nodes. The
IBM SP Silver timings were collected on a machine at IBM. This machine has four PowerPC
processors per node. The model was run using MN over the SP-switch between 4-way multi-
threaded (OpenMP) processes, one per node! In the case of the IBM SP Silver timings only, the
independent axis of the plot is four-processor nodes, not processors. The Pentium H Beowulf

2~5 p&O~ce &a ~ & ~~m Clusterwss p~~ded by Gmg ~~ ~L womati~ on Centurion is availableat

//www.csWa edtd lesion/cegLuL&
. .

.-

3 MM5performancedataontheW waspnwkledbyRobJacob, University of Wmonsin.

4MM5 performance data on the IBM SP Silver was provided by Jim Tuccillo, IBM.
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Figure 1. MM5 floating-point performance on various platforms.

tirningFwere obtained on “Hyglac,” a machine at the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The
model was run using MPI over fist ethernet between single-threaded processes, one per node.

The Alpha Beowulf and Alpha Cluster timings were of a 36-kilometer resolution domain over
Europe; the grid consisted of 136 cells in the east/west dimension, 112 north/south, and 33
vertical layers (503,000 cells). The other timings were of a 36-kilometer resolution domain over
the eastern half of the United States the grid consisted of 119 cells by 109 cells by 35 vertical
layers (454,000 cells). Floating-point rates, used to normalize the performance between the two
problems, were computed as a function of measured average time pti time step and domain size,
at an approximate cost of 7600 floating-point operations per cell step. 1/0 and model
initializationwere not included in the timings. All timing runs were performed at single (32-bit)
floating-point precision. Scaling was measured as the speedup divided by the factor of increase in
the number of processors. The resultswere as follows:

. Pentium 11Beowulf machine, 4 to 16 processors, 79!10

. EV56 Alpha Beowulf machine, 4 to 64 processors, 65%

● SGI Origin, 1 to 60 processors, 64!40

. IBM SP Silver machine, 16 to 64 nodes, 620/o



. IBM SP2, 4 to 64 processors, 61 YO

● Alpha Cluster, 4 to 32 processors, 40%

The results on the Alpha Cluster most likely are attributable to the slower and less scalable inter-
connection between nodes on this machine.

A source of parallel inefficiency is communication overhead, primarily within the time-split
portion of the solver, which involves communication and relatively little computation at each of
a number of small time steps, compared with the main physics/advection/diff& ion time step.
Another source of inefficiency is load imbalance, stemming primarily from the fact that the
numbti of processors usually does not evenly divide the number of @d cells in a horizontal
dimension, but also km reduced work at domain boundaries and uneven computational load in
model physics. Performance and scalhg of the same-source parallel MM5 are consistent with
earlier,hand-parallelized implementations of the model.

5 CONCLUSION

‘Ihe set of architectures a%ilable to users of the Penn State/NCAR MM5 has been expanded to
included distributed-memory parallel computers, ‘providing cost-effective scalable petiormance
and memory capacity for large problem sizes. The same-source approach uses high-level parallel
library and source-translation technology for adapting MM5, simplifying maintenance and
allowing new physics modules to be incorporated without modification. The approach facilitates
maintenance of the DM-paraUel option to MM5 as an option within the official version, rather
than as a separate stand-alone version. As a resul\ the DM-parallel. option to MM5 (now at
Version 3.1) has been a part of six subsequent model releases since MM5 Version 2.8 in March
1998. The same-source approach is applicable to other, similarlyconstructed codes when there is
a need or desire to develop the code for distributed memory parallelmachines without impacting
the pre-existing source code. The approach is also compatible with pre-existing loop-level
mukithreading directives so that the code will run in distributed-memory/shared-memory mode
on SMP clusters.

The fact that MM5 is a idly explicit model is a convenient simplification that may not be
available in other models, many of which employ implicit methods in their horizontal dynamics
(&illie et al., 1997). Future work involves adapting and expanding this approach to incorporate
other computational techniques, including spectr~ semi-irnplici~ and other methods with
nonlocal data dependencies. Another focus will be on augmenting source code analysis and
translation to address cache and other performance portability issues. Same-source tools and
techniques provide a reasonable approach to obtaining good performance over the range of
high-performance computers from a single version of a pre-exising model source code.
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